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Our Vision
100% of Booker High School students will graduate college and career ready
and become productive members of our society.

Motto
Creating Excellence, Celebrating Pride

Mission Statement
Booker High School will establish an environment, including unique programs offering opportunities to
a diverse population, which enables all students to become critical thinkers, and to develop skills and
values for maximizing their potential.
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Key for all courses
English / Language Arts
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Social Studies / Law Academy
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Access Points Diploma
AICE Diploma Progression
Law Academy Diploma Progression
VPA Progressions
Sarasota Virtual Academy
Suncoast Technical College

WHERE TO GO FOR HELP
Each day in your school, there are many people available
to assist you as you have questions or concerns. The
concerns may be about yourself, personally, about your
family, or about a friend. The following individuals are
there to help:
•

Counselors- Your counselor is available to provide
special assistance with academic, college, and
career planning. If you have a social, emotional, or
a behavioral concern, your counselor can provide
you with assistance or refer you to appropriate
school and community resources.

•

Psychologists- Psychologists work throughout the
district daily. They evaluate students for eligibility
for special programs, and they also provide
counseling and consultation services to school
staff, students and their families.

•

Social Workers- Working to remove barriers to
educational success, social workers create a link
between the home, school and community. They
provide counseling to students and families,
consultation to teachers and school staff,
assessments, and they make referrals to
appropriate community agencies.

•

ESE Liaisons- Liaisons provide special assistance
and support to students that are receiving
exceptional education services.

•

Post-Secondary
AdvisorsPost-Secondary
advisors provide assistance to students by helping
them to explore and identify potential careers and
post-secondary options as well as helping them to
have experiences in the community that can assist
with choosing and preparing for a future career.
They also aid in the college application process
including scholarships and financial aid.

•

School Resource Officers- The officer provides
law-related classroom education and law
enforcement when appropriate.

•

School Nurses- Nurses work throughout the
district to assess health concerns and facilitate
following-up for student medical needs. They also
assist in referrals to community agencies and
provide health-related instruction.

•

Community Agencies- Many local agencies work
with the Pupil Support Services team to provide
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social, emotional, and health-related services to
students and their families.

Safe Schools-Action Steps for Students
Students have a responsibility to their friends and fellow
students. School safety is everyone’s job!
If a student hears of a situation of concern regarding
violence, weapons, fighting, abuse or self-harm, take it
seriously. Report it to a trusted adult. Remember,
reporting is not “snitching.” If someone is in danger of
being hurt, tell someone. If nothing is done, tell someone
else until your voice is heard. Students can report a
situation of concern anonymously through the:

Student Crisis Hotline:
1-877-723-2728
This is a 24-hour anonymous telephone hotline for
young people to call with information about safety and
security issues. Consider calling the toll-free hotline
with information you think will prevent “bad things”
from happening to you or your friends. Consider talking
to your school counselor, parent or teacher. The hotline
allows you to give information but keep your identity
private. Parents may also call the hotline.
If students have friends with a problem, remember to
ACT:
Acknowledge that your friend has a problem and that the
symptoms are serious.
Care about your friends. Let your friends know you are
there for them and that you want to help.
Tell a trusted adult about your concerns. It could make all
the
difference.
Students should know the School Code of Conduct and
model responsible behavior by following the rules. Do not
encourage bullying or harassing behavior by going along
with the crowd. Be an active bystander to stop
intimidation and intolerance of students on campus. Be a
role model by embracing diversity at your school.

Q. What kind of courses are needed if the student is hoping to attend a highly selective college outside the state
(examples: Ivy League colleges, Duke, Stanford, Vanderbilt, etc.)?
A. Any college-bound student should complete the most rigorous courses possible. Certainly, highly competitive colleges are looking
for upper level classes in the areas of science and math, expect to see at least two units of the same foreign language (and often
prefer more), as well as courses in the areas of social studies, fine arts, and academically challenging electives. Such colleges
also look closely for honors, dual enrollment, International Baccalaureate, AICE, and Advanced Placement courses.
Q. What is the most important factor in the college admission process?
A. Much has been written about this topic, but without question, admissions professionals agree that the most critical factor is the
student’s high school record: the kinds of courses chosen as well as the pattern of grades.
Q. Is involvement in activities important in the college selection process?
A. Activities may play a part in the review of the applicant. However, the number of activities is not nearly as important as the
degree of involvement. Students often become panicked that they must join a laundry list of clubs in high school to prove their
worth. Instead, identify a few that are of real value and importance to you and become truly involved. Seek leadership roles.
Serve on a committee. You will be happier, and your activities will be of greater merit as a result.
Q. How can I learn more about colleges in my high school?
A. The College Resource Room and Guidance Office are the places to start. The post-secondary advisor and high school counselor
can be a great help in answering your questions. There are also several online resources such as college catalogs and
college/career exploration software that will prove to be very helpful as students learn more about their prospective careers.
There are a variety of sites on the Internet that will help students as they explore colleges and careers. It is important to
remember to ask for help when you have questions. We encourage you to also go to our website

http://bhscollegecareer.net
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PARENT/TEACHER COMMUNICATION
If a student is experiencing a problem in a course, the best solution is the result of direct communication between the
parent and the instructor. Please call or e-mail the instructor with your concerns. The main number for the school is (941)
355-2967. You should receive a response from the instructor within 24 hours. You can view your child’s grades and
attendance, as well as e-mail the instructor, directly from the Student and Parent Portal by visiting
https://parentportal.sarasotacountyschools.net/ . You may also arrange for conferences with the instructor and your
child’s counselor by contacting the Guidance Office at 941-355-2967.

GRADE FORGIVENESS
Under state policy, students who receive a grade of D or F in a class may retake the class to improve their grade. Although
both grades will appear on the final transcript, the high grade (“C” or better), will replace the D or F in the GPA. This policy
only applies to final grades of D or F.

HIGH SCHOOL CAREER and PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION (CAPE)
SLCs (Small Learning Communities) are clustered around career areas of interest that specifically set high standards for
student performance and develop students’ talents and abilities necessary to pursue post-secondary education or
employment. It is within SLCs that may participate in CAPE Academies. Booker High School offers the following CAPE
Academies: Applied Engineering & Technology, Hospitality and Tourism, Digital Design, Business Supervision &
Management, Criminal Justice, and Digital Cinema Production. Participation in these academies and programs provide the
Booker High student with opportunities for rigor and relevance during their high school experience. Successful completion
of these programs will enable the student to apply for Gold Seal Scholarships upon completion of high school.

WEIGHTED COURSES
An extra 1 quality point is added for grades of “D” or above in the following courses: Level 3 instructional and above
electives and CTE courses Honors, Pre-AICE, and world languages above the second year,. An extra 1.5 quality point is
added for grades of “D” or above in the following courses: AICE, Advanced Placement, and dual-enrollment in the Sarasota
County School Board system. Please note that colleges WILL have a different weighting system, please carefully read over
each

BRIGHT FUTURES
The Florida Bright Futures Scholarship Program was established by the Florida Legislature and is funded by proceeds from
the Florida Lottery program. There are three award levels from which high school students may qualify. The scholarships
may be used for full or part-time enrollment and are renewable. Seniors will register for the awards online. Students may
receive funding for only one award. The highest award earned by the student will be selected. More information about
Bright Futures can be found at www.floridastudentfinancialaid.org .

Students, who submit another’s work as their own, take answers from other students or download
term papers or essays from the Internet are guilty of plagiarism. Students who are caught cheating
and/or plagiarizing (using any means) will receive no credit for the work submitted and be subject to
disciplinary action. This may make students ineligible for membership in honor societies and clubs.
Students who are already members of these organizations may be removed as members.
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VISUAL and PERFORMING ARTS (VPA)
The Sarasota Visual and Performing Arts Center at Booker High School provides highly specialized and intensive training for students
who possess special talents in the visual and performing arts area of dance, digital film and motion design, music, theatre (performance
and technical), and visual arts. Students take 12 credits in their particular arts discipline. The experiences and training provided at the
VPA Center are designed to prepare the committed student of the arts for future study. After completing our program, 95% of these
students are the recipients of scholarships, enabling them to continue their education in a college university, conservatory, or
professional school. Booker High School offers the following areas of study within our VPA department: Dance, Digital Film and Motion
Design, Music, Theatre, and Visual Art.

CAMBRIDGE AICE PROGRAM
Cambridge AICE is an international program from the University of Cambridge. It provides students an opportunity to take challenging
courses and provides examinations that can lead to earning college credits while in high school.

ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAM (AP)
Advanced Placement is a program in the United States and Canada created by the College Board which offers college-level curricula and
examinations to high school students. American colleges and universities may grant placement and course credit to students who obtain
high scores on the examinations

LAW ACADEMY PROGRAM
The BHS Law Academy provides students with a rigorous academic program in conjunction with course work in Law Studies and
Criminal Justice. Students select from one of two paths within the Law Academy. The Law Academy is a four-year progression program
that provides students with options to earn college credit while in high school. Booker High offers multiple academically rigorous
courses.

ENGLISH FOR SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGE (ESOL)
The ESOL program fulfills the English requirement for graduation for those students who have recently arrived in the United States and
whose native language is one other than English. Students are placed by grade level and instruction is based upon levels of English
proficiency with appropriate materials and strategies.

STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES (SWD)
Special programs and accommodations are available to meet the needs and abilities of our students with disabilities. Students seeking a
special diploma will receive support and instruction in Exceptional Education courses based upon individual needs. A standard diploma
will receive support and accommodations through their general education course.
.

PERFORMANCE BASED PROGRAM (PBP)
BHS offers this program to students who may have difficulties meeting the expectations of a traditional academic high school program. It
includes participation in a computer-assisted curriculum. Your school counselor can discuss eligibility requirements with you and your
family.

SARASOTA VIRTUAL ACADEMY
Students have the opportunity to earn credit through the online Sarasota Virtual Academy. Students should be self-motivated and task
oriented to successfully complete this type of course. Visit the website at www.gosva.com or visits www.flvs.net to register for courses
online.

SCF DUAL ENROLLMENT
Dual Enrollment enables qualified students to enroll in selected college credit courses offered by SCF. The credits that they earn count
toward both a college degree and a high school diploma.
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HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM PLANNING
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
Credits
4

ENGLISH
Major concentration in composition and literature.

MATHEMATICS

4

One credit must include Algebra 1 and Geometry

SCIENCE

3

Two credits must have a lab component (one of which must be Biology)

SOCIAL STUDIES

3

World History, United States History, Economics and Government

PRACTICAL/PERFORMING/FINE ARTS

1

HOPE (Health & Personal Fitness)

1

ELECTIVES

10
__________________________

TOTAL CREDITS

26

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Students must achieve a cumulative Grade Point Average of 2.0 on a 4.0 scale.
Students must achieve a passing score on the Algebra 1 End of Course Exam (EOC).
Students must achieve a passing score on the 10th grade Reading English Language Arts FSA.
At least one course within the 26 credit program must be completed through online learning.
Students please note: Florida Bright Futures Scholarship and most four-year Colleges and Universities
require two years of the same foreign language.
✓ Please note all state EOC’s will count as 30% of the Final Grade.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
It is the responsibility of students to ensure that they are meeting all graduation requirements. Students, parents and
guardians are strongly encouraged to work closely with school counselors to ensure that you are maintaining a course of
study that will enable you to meet all graduation requirements.

PROGRAM ADJUSTMENTS
School counselors and others continually emphasize the importance of making careful decisions regarding course
selection throughout the school year. There should be little need for change if choices are made wisely. Student course
requests are tallied and potential enrollment figures are used to determine course offerings for the coming school year.
Courses with insufficient enrollment may be cancelled and we will select alternatives that the students selected on their
plan of study form.
To maintain the integrity of our academic programs, students must complete courses for which they were
originally enrolled. Changes in schedules are rare and will only be considered in extenuating circumstances. Schedule
changes are only made during the first ten days of the semester. If a student adds a new class, they are responsible for any
missed work.
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REGISTRATION INFORMATION:
When considering course selections, the following items may help students plan a schedule which meets
individual interests and needs:
1. The Program of Studies is on the School Web site for further information on course descriptions. If you
need more information, ask a teacher in the particular department or a school counselor.
2. A “D/F” grade is a very insecure foundation for building success in a sequential course. If a student
receives a “D/F” grade and wishes to continue such a course, we would advise consulting with the
teacher of the current course.
3. Check credits carefully for those already earned and those still needing to be earned. Be certain to
schedule the credits necessary for graduation. If in doubt, see a counselor. Credits can also be viewed
on the student or parent portal.
4. Students should choose challenging courses appropriate to their individual strengths and abilities.
REGISTRATION PROCESS:
1. The Program of Studies will be on the school web site for further information. The registration sheets
will be given to the students. Students will discuss courses with parents and teachers. Students must get
teacher approval when necessary. Parents should sign the registration sheet.
2. Counselors will meet with students to review course selections and answer any questions.
3. Students failing to complete the SPRING registration will have their courses selected by a counselor.
FCAT, PERT and/or PSAT results may be used in some course placements. Achieve 300 scores may also
be used to place students appropriately in courses.
STUDENT SCHEDULES:
Student schedules identify the courses to be taken, class period, teacher name and room. After the
school year begins, schedule changes require Administrative approval. When registering, students should
give careful thought to the choices they make, BECAUSE, based on their choices, classes are formed,
textbooks, materials and supplies are ordered and, teachers are assigned.
•

The only schedule changes permitted after the last day of the school year in June or the two weeks prior to winter
break will be for the following reasons:
1. If a student passed a summer school course that is listed on his/her upcoming schedule;
2. If administration must balance classes due to newly hired teacher(s) or because of a computer error (for
example if a teacher has more than the maximum number of students allowed or has two classes for one
period;
3. If a student is placed at the incorrect academic level of instruction;
4. If a senior is missing a class required for graduation from high school
5. If a student is accepted into a vocational or internship program
Please remember that the two weeks before high school begins and the first five days of school will be devoted to enrolling n ew
students.
IMPORTANT NOTE:
It is the responsibility of students to ensure that they are meeting all graduation requirements.
Students, parents and guardians are strongly encouraged to work closely with school counselors to
ensure that you are maintaining a course of study that will enable you to meet all graduation
requirements.

ATHLETIC ELIGIBILITY:
To be eligible to participate in interscholastic extracurricular student activities, a student must maintain an
unweighted cumulative grade point average of 2.0 or above on a 4.0 scale, or its equivalent. If a student is
planning on being eligible for sports at the collegiate level, they will need a 2.3 or higher core GPA. More
information about NCAA eligibility requirements can be found at: www.ncaa.org
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DIPLOMA OPTIONS
DIPLOMA OPTION

ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES

STANDARD DIPLOMA
and
24 Credit Early Graduation

Students who have earned the state/district-prescribed credits, meet the state/district GPA
requirement, and earn passing scores as defined by the State of Florida on the required
graduation assessments.
Note: These guidelines are subject to change during the school year based on state legislative
changes. Students may graduate prior to the 8th semester if all graduation requirements are met and
24 credits are earned.

STANDARD DIPLOMA WITH
SAT/ACT CONCORDANT SCORES

•Students who have met all course work, credits, and GPA graduation requirements (set forth by
the state and local school board) and use an ACT or SAT score concordant with passing scores to
satisfy the assessment graduation requirements.
Note: These guidelines are subject to change during the school year based on state legislative
changes.

STANDARD DIPLOMA WITH
FCAT WAIVER

•ESE students who have completed all necessary credits, course work, and GPA requirements
for graduation as stipulated by the local School Board and State of Florida.
•Students who have demonstrated knowledge, skills and abilities required by the Grade 10 State
Standards but unable to document that mastery through the actual assessment.
•Students who have participated in the required remediation activities offered through the
school district.
•Students who have taken the assessments at least twice, including once in Grade 10 and once in
Grade 11.
•This diploma option is for students who have been identified as having a disability and a current
Individual Education Plan (IEP).
•The IEP Committee must convene and review all data relevant to each student’s eligibility for
the waiver.
Note: The above guidelines are subject to change during the school year based on state legislative
changes.

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETIONPERT ELIGIBLE

•Students who have completed all required credits, course work, and GPA requirements for
graduation as stipulated by the local School Board and state.
•Students who have not achieved the required scores on the required graduation assessments
nor obtained State of Florida defined concordant scores.

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION

Students who have met all course requirements and earned the required credits but have not
passed the required assessments or have not met the required GPA for graduation.

ACCESS DIPLOMA

Students entering 9th grade for the first time in 2014-15 must be enrolled in general education
core courses unless the IEP team has determined that the student has a significant cognitive
disability and that access points are the most appropriate way for the student to access the
curriculum. Students receiving instruction in access points and taking the alternate assessment
should be enrolled in access courses.
Access courses are based on access points, are approved by the State Board of Education and
are described in the Course Code Directory (CCD) and Instructional Personnel Assignments, in
accordance with Rule 6A-1.09441, F.A.C. Students taking access courses must have written
parental consent on record to be provided instruction in the state standards access points
curriculum, as required by Rule 6A-6.0331, F.A.C.

STANDARD DIPLOMA
ACCEL Program 18 credits

Students who earn the required 15 core requirements for a standard diploma (HOPE is not
required, virtual course is not required); pass required assessments and earn 3 elective credits;
2.0 minimum unweighted GPA.
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The Accelerated Graduation Options
24 Credit Early Graduation Plan- Standard Diploma
This option requires the student to complete all of the course and GPA requirements for the standard diploma including
assessments – 16 core credits. Eight elective credits are required. The requirements MUST be completed prior to the 8th
semester of high school which is January of the typical senior year or before. Students may also select a 24 credit standard
diploma plan for the 8th semester graduation.

ACCEL Program - Standard Diploma- 18 credits minimum
This option requires the student to complete all of the course and GPA requirements for the standard diploma including
assessments – 15 core credits. The PE requirement of HOPE is not required in this option. The online course is not
required in this option. One credit of Performing or Practical Arts and three elective credits and are required. There are no
prerequisites for choosing this plan. Parents, students and counselors must look at the post-secondary and social factors
involved in this choice.

Credit Acceleration Program
Credit Acceleration Program (CAP) is created for the purpose of allowing a student to earn high school credit in Algebra I,
Algebra II, Geometry, United States History and Biology if the student passes the statewide standardized assessment
administered under s.1008.22. Course credit shall be awarded to the student who passes the assessment in the above
courses whether he was not enrolled in the course or has not completed the course. The student may take the assessment
during the regular test administration. A grade will not be issued nor calculated into the grade point average if a credit is
earned through CAP. Only the credit is earned.

Drop-Out Prevention
Drop-out prevention, an initiative of the Academic Intervention Department of Sarasota County Schools, is designed to
provide support to education professionals who serve at-risk populations and their families. The following areas are three of
the main strategies within our dropout prevention program:

•

Academics

•

Career-Technical

•

Mentoring: Decisions to Win

Basic skills in language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies through the utilization of computer instructional
learning technology – APEX software; and facilitated by four certified teachers.

The goal of each student will be to achieve vocational certification in preparation for career and post-secondary
education.

The Decisions to Win program is a focused and intensive personal decision-making course targeting high-schoolage at-risk youth. The program is managed by Big Brothers Big Sisters of the Sun Coast.
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MONITORING THE PROGRESS OF STUDENTS
A variety of strategies will be provided in order to meet the needs of students. These strategies may include intensive reading
and intensive math instruction, tutoring, mentoring, dropout prevention programs, and services provided through the
Exceptional Student Education Program. Parents of students who fail to meet performance expectations, proficiency levels,
prescribed grade point averages, and/or required assessment scores will be notified by the schools with the assistance of
the District.

GRADING POLICY
Letter Grade

Description

A
B
C
D
F
P

Excellent
Above Average
Average
Below Average
Failing
Pass

Number
Range
90 – 100
80 – 89
70 – 89
60 – 79
0 – 59
Credit

Unweighted

Weighted

4
3
2
1
0 = no credit
0

5 or 5.5
4 or 4.5
3 or 3.5
2 or 2.5
0 = no credit
0

GRADE FORGIVENESS POLICY
Students are limited to replacing a grade of “D” or “F” with a grade of “C” or higher earned subsequently in the same or
comparable course for those courses that are required for graduation. Forgiveness for elective courses is limited to replacing
a grade of “D” or “F” with a grade of “C” or higher earned subsequently by retaking the same or comparable course or another
course. Students who receive high school credit in middle school may retake the course(s) if he or she receives a final grade
of “C” or below.
Both final grades will appear on the student’s high school academic transcript, but only the higher of the two grades will be
included in the calculation of the student’s grade point average. Note that the Florida High School Athletic Association has
its own policy for grade forgiveness for athletes.

GRADE POINT AVERAGE COMPUTATION
The grade point average (GPA) is calculated at the end of the school year (the annual GPA). The cumulative
GPA reflects all of the credits attempted that are posted on the transcript up until the time of the calculation. Should a
course be repeated to improve its grade through grade forgiveness, the lower grade is not included in the GPA
calculation.
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END OF YEAR PROMOTION
GRADUATING CLASS

GRADE

CREDITS EARNED

COURSES

2014 & Thereafter

10th

4

11th

11

1 English and 1 Math

12th

17

2 English and 2 Math

HIGH SCHOOL PROMOTION POLICY

MID-YEAR PROMOTION
GRADUATING CLASS

Grade

Credits Earned

Courses Required

2013 & Thereafter

10th

6

11th

12

1 English and 1 Math

12th

18

2 English and 2 Math

PLEASE NOTE: Only retained students will be considered for mid-year promotion.

CREDITS AND GRADES
Pupil Progression And The Awarding of Credit
Students enrolled in a full-year course will receive a full credit when they successfully complete either the first
half or the second half of a full-year course, but fail to successfully complete the other half of the course and
the averaging of the grades obtained in each half results in a passing grade. This does not apply to courses that
require a percentage of the end of course exam in the final grade. These courses will not earn .5 credit.
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HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM PLANNING
Facts to Remember
HOPE / JROTC
Participation in an interscholastic sport at the junior varsity or varsity level for two full seasons shall waive the one-credit
requirement in Health Opportunities through Physical Education (HOPE) if the student passes a competency test on personal
fitness with a grade of “C” or better. If the student satisfies the physical education requirement through the interscholastic
sport option, one credit of elective credit replaces the waived credit. The test is only given twice a year and students must
register in advance. See your counselor for more information.
Students can waive the one-credit requirement of Health Opportunities through Physical Education (HOPE) upon
successfully completing two (2) full years of the JROTC Program. Students can also waive one-credit requirement of
performing arts upon completing two full years (2) in the JROTC Program.
Students receiving a Certificate of Completion may still pursue a standard diploma through the Adult High School, GED
program, or other suitable alternatives.

COMMUNITY SERVICE HOURS
Community service activities must be approved by a school representative prior to recording service hours. Registration and
initial forms can be downloaded at www.sarasotacountyschools.net under the Student tab. Click on students/community
service. See Mr. Andrews in the college room for more information. Final hours and volunteer packet must be turned in the
college room in order to get credit on the transcript.

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
School Board policy states, “For each course taken in high school, twenty percent of the grade shall be based on the
development of employability skills.” Students must remember that the eight employability skills are twenty percent of
their grades, so success in this area is extremely important! These skills include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Attendance
Coming to school on time
Bringing required work tools, such as paper, pen/pencil, textbooks, notebooks, etc.
Maintenance of an assignment notebook or similar system
Completion of homework
Appropriate dress for class
Attitude of cooperation with teacher and fellow students
Time in class is devoted to the appropriate task
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Career and Technical Education (CTE)
Career and Technical Education Programs will provide all students with the knowledge, skills, and experiences
necessary to make informed and appropriate educational and career decisions.
A comprehensive Career and Technical Education (CTE) program includes the following elements to maximize
student opportunities:
•High school career-themed academies provide articulated career pathways and technical courses in each of the
sixteen national career clusters.
•Postsecondary career training programs align to local and regional economic needs.
•Curriculum that’s based on academic, workforce, and industry standards.
•Opportunities are provided for students to receive Gold Seal Scholarships, dual enrollment in postsecondary
programs, work-based learning experiences.
•Internships and on-the-job training experiences that will allow students to apply their technical skills in
meaningful ways.
•Programs provide opportunities for students to earn certification or licensure in their chosen career pathway.

Career and Technical and Education Programs will:
•Increase the number of graduates who are both college and career ready.
•Increase the relevance between academic experiences and real world opportunities.
•Increase the academic rigor through technical content.
•Provide the opportunity for students to earn real world Industry Certifications.
•Prepare students for success.

Performance Based Program (PBP)
BHS offers this program to students who may have difficulties meeting the expectations of a
traditional academic high school program. It includes participation in a computer -assistance
curriculum. Your school counselor can discuss eligibility requirements with you.
ENGLISH
English 1
English 2
English 3
English 4
College Prep
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MATH
Algebra 1A
Algebra 1B
Algebra 1
Liberal Arts
Geometry
Math for College Readiness
Algebra 2

SCIENCE
Earth/Space Science
Physical Science
Biology
Environmental Science

SOCIAL STUDIES
US History
World History
Economics
Government
World Cultural Geography
Sociology
Psychology

Course Prerequisites
-

AICE/AP/ Advanced electives
o See teacher for approval
Dual Enrollment
o 3.0 Unweighted GPA and
College Ready Test Scores
(See Ms. Lewis in Guidance)

College Readiness
-

-

Missing Credits/ Grade
Forgiveness
-

SVA or FLVS courses
PBD/ APEX
o See Counselor
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ACT: 19 Reading/Math
SAT: 440 Reading/Math
PERT:
o 106 Reading
o 103 Writing
o 114 Math
3.0 or above GPA

Career Readiness
-

CTE Course progressions
o Certification Test
Law Academy
VPA Programs
Suncoast Technical College
(fka SCTI)

The following pages contain the courses offered at
Booker High School
Use this key as an explanation for the table that precedes every course
throughout the book.
Legend:
Max Credits
1.0 .5 U-Unlimited
The maximum number of credits a student can earn for the given course
Wghtd
Y-Weighted N-Not Weighted
FAS/FMS
C-Core N-Not Core
Course can be used to meet Florida Academic Scholars and Florida Medallion Scholars
15 academic core requirements
IB
C-Advanced Placement N-No E-Elective
4YR/GSV
C-Core N-Not Core
Course can be used to meet Florida Gold Seal Vocational Scholars Award 15.5 high
school graduation core requirements (for students choosing the 24 credit graduation
option)
CTE
Y-Yes N-No
Course is part of a career-technical program
SUS Admis
E-Elective C-Core N-Not Used P-Pending
Course applicable toward State University System admissions

SAMPLE
Max
Credits

Wghtd

FAS/
FMS

IB

4YR/
GSV

CTE

SUS/
Admissn

1.00

N

C

N

C

Y

C
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Grade 9

PRE-AICE
ENGLISH I

Grade 10

AICE
GENERAL
PAPER

Grade 11

AICE
ENGLISH
LANGUAGE

Grade 12

AICE
ENGLISH
LITERATURE

Grade 11 or 12
DUAL ENROLLMENT
WRITTEN
COMMUNICATION 1& 2

ENGLISH I

ENGLISH II

AICE
GENERAL
PAPER

ENGLISH
FOR
COLLEGE
READINESS

NOTES:
➢ Students can move from On-level to Honors and from Honors to On-level
➢ Students who have not earned passing scores (as defined by the State of Florida) on the
ELA FSA will be co-enrolled in Intensive Language Arts
➢ Your current English teacher will make recommendation for your next required English
course based on your current progress, effort, and FSA scores.
LANGUAGE ARTS ELECTIVES:

CREATIVE
WRITING 1 & 2

CREATIVE
WRITING 3 & 4

NEWSPAPER

0.5 Credits Each

1 Credit

1 Credit
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YEARBOOK
1 Credit

Language Arts
ENGLISH I
Max
Wght
Credits d

Grades 9-12
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
GSV

1001310
CT SUS
E
Admissn

1.00
N
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
This course provides instruction in English language skills
including reading, writing, speaking, vocabulary, and listening
in the content areas of literature and language. Students read
and analyze short stories, drama and essays. Composition
focuses on the writing process, particularly essay construction.
The study of language includes usage, mechanics, spelling, and
other elements of standard written English.
ENGLISH II
Max
Wght
Credits d

FAS/FMS

1.00
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : English I

Grades 9-12
IB 4 YR
GSV
N

C

1001340
CT SUS
E
Admissn
N

C

This course includes instruction in reading and vocabulary
necessary for comprehension of printed materials.
Composition instruction focuses on the writing of essays for
various purposes and audiences, using literary and non-literary
subjects. The study of mass media includes an analysis of
propaganda and persuasion techniques. Speech instruction
includes analysis of effective techniques in oral presentations.
The study of language includes usage, mechanics, spelling, and
other elements of standard written English.
ENGLISH III
Max
Wght
Credits d

FAS/FMS

1.00
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : English II

Grades 9-12
IB 4 YR
GSV
N

C

1001370
CT SUS
E
Admissn
N

C

This course includes composition instruction with frequent
practice in writing, multiple-paragraph essays in a variety of
types, including literary analysis and a brief documented paper
Literature study includes the analysis of various examples of
literary works. The emphasis should be on the works of
American authors; however, literature representative of other
cultures may be used to support integrated studies and
multicultural emphasis. Vocabulary study focuses on verbal
analogies and other patterns commonly found on standardized
tests.
AICE GENERAL PAPER
Grades 10-12
1009360
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR CTE SUS
Credits d
GSV
Admissn
1.00
Y
C
N
N
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Teacher Recommendation
This course is a multi-disciplinary curriculum. It encourages
students to make cross-curricular links; to develop a language
which enables them to express arguments, ideas and opinions
in a reflective and academic manner.

ENGLISH IV COLLEGE
Grades 12
PREP
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits d
GSV

CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
C
N
C
N
Y
Prerequisite(s) : English III
This course incorporates reading and writing through writing a
variety of informative text using grade level writing craft and
through the in-depth reading and analysis of informational
selections in order to develop critical reading and writing skills
necessary for success in college courses. This course prepares
students for successful completion of Florida college English
courses. The benchmarks reflect the Florida College
Competencies necessary for entry-level college courses and are
also related to the College and Career Readiness (CCR) anchor
standards, the exit standards of Florida’s I-12 common Core
Standards
PRE-AICE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
Credits d

Grades 9
IB

4 YR
GSV

1001560
CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
This course enables learners to read, interpret and evaluate
texts through the study of literature in English. Learners
develop an understanding of literal meaning, relevant contexts
and of the deeper themes or attitudes that may be expressed.
Through their studies, they learn to recognize and appreciate
the ways in which writers use English to achieve a range of
effects, and will be able to present an informed, personal
response to the material they have studied.
AICE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE
Max
Wght
Credits d

Grades 11-12
FAS/FMS

IB

4 YR
GSV

1001550
CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Teacher Recommendation
Cambridge International AS and A Level English Language gives
learners the opportunity to study English language and its use
in contemporary communication. It aims to encourage a critical
response to texts in a range of forms, styles and contexts, and
to promote skills of communication, reading, research and
analysis. Through their study, learners will develop an ability to
read and analyze material, gaining further knowledge and
understanding of English language features and issues, and
writing clearly, accurately, creatively and effectively for
different purposes and audiences.

Language Arts
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1001405

AICE ENGLISH
LITERATURE
Max
Wght
Credits d

Grades 11-12
FAS/FMS

IB

4 YR
GSV

1005370
CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
C
N
N
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
"Learners following the Cambridge International AS and A
Level English syllabus will study a range of texts in the three
main forms: prose, poetry and drama. Set texts are offered
from a wide range of different periods and cultures. Learners
will develop skills of reading and analysis of texts, and are
encouraged to undertake wider reading to aid understanding
of the texts studied. They will learn skills of effective and
appropriate communication including the ability to discuss the
critical context of texts.

ENGLISH I THROUGH
Grades 9-12
1002300
ESOL
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
CTE SUS
Credits
GSV
Admissn
1.00
N
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Identification as an ELL Student
The course requirements are consistent with English I, course
number 1001340. The instructor shall provide appropriate
instructional strategies to meet the needs of ESOL students
enrolled in this course. Students earning credit in English I
Through ESOL may not earn credit in English Skills I, English I,
or English Honors I.
ENGLISH II THROUGH
ESOL

Grades 9-12

1002310

Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
CTE SUS
Credits
GSV
Admissn
1.00
N
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Identification as an ELL Student
The requirements for this course are consistent with English II,
course number 1001320. The instructor shall provide
appropriate instructional strategies to meet the needs of ESOL
students enrolled in this course. Students earning credit in
English II Through ESOL may not earn credit in English Skills II,
English II, or English Honors II.
ENGLISH III THROUGH
ESOL

Grades 9-12

1002320

Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
CTE SUS
Credits
GSV
Admissn
1.00
N
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Identification as an ELL Student
The requirements for this course are consistent with English III,
course number 1001370. The teacher shall provide
appropriate instructional strategies to meet the needs of ESOL
students enrolled in this course. Students earning credit in
English III Through ESOL may not earn credit in English Skills
III, English III, or English Honors III. The emphasis is on the
works of American authors; however, literature representative
of other cultures may be used to support integrated studies
and multicultural emphases
ENGLISH IV THROUGH
ESOL

Grades 9-12

1002520

Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
CTE SUS
Credits
GSV
Admissn
1.00
N
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Identification as an ELL Student
The requirements for this course are consistent with English IV,
course number 1001400. The teacher shall provide
appropriate instructional strategies to meet the needs of ESOL
student enrolled in this course. Students earning credit in
English IV Through ESOL may not earn credit in English Skills
IV, English IV, or English Honors IV. The emphasis may be on
the works of British authors; however, literature representative
of other cultures may be used to support integrated studies
and multicultural emphases.
Language Arts
ELECTIVES – NOT FOR ENGLISH CREDIT
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INTENSIVE LANGUAGE
Grades 9-12
ARTS
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits d
GSV

1000400
CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
N
N
N
N
E
Prerequisite(s) : None
This is a remedial course designed for students scoring Level 1
or 2 on the FCAT Reading Assessment. Content of the course
will be based on a diagnosis of each student’s need for
instruction. Students will be given opportunities to develop
and apply reading, vocabulary, and writing skills through
guided, shared, and independent reading. Instruction in testtaking skills, including performance tasks, and comprehension
strategies for reading content-area tests, will be emphasized.
This course code can be repeated multiple times.
DEVELOPMENTAL
Grades 9-12
LANGUAGE ARTS
THROUGH ESOL
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits d
GSV

1002380
CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
N
N
N
N
E
Prerequisite(s) : Limited English Proficiency-Non Speakers
(NES) and Limited English Speakers
The purpose of this course is to enable students who are
native speakers of languages other than English to develop
proficient listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills in the
English language. Emphasis will be on acquisition of integrated
English communication skills in a wide range of activities and
content areas. The content should include, but not be limited
to the following: vocabulary for formal and informal
conversation; reading and writing skills; integrated
communication skills for school and work; participation in
communicative tools to reflect the connection between oral
and written language; practice using skills and strategies in
order to support the process of language acquisition and the
learning of concepts; exposure to and practice in applying
academic language; practice applying study skills and learning
strategies in all subject areas to accomplish meaningful tasks.
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*There is no set grade level for math

PRE-AICE
MATH I
Honors Alg. 1

A/B/C
D

PRE-AICE
MATH II
Honors
Geometry

PRE-AICE
MATH III
Honors Alg. 2
A/B/C
D
A

ALGEBRA 1
D In class
or Fail
EOC

A/B/C

GEOMETRY

A/B

ALGEBRA 2
B/C

C/D

D

MATH FOR
COLLEGE
READINESS

LIBERAL
ARTS

PRE-CALC
(Honors Class)

Go to
next line

ADVANCED
TOPICS

Classes After Pre-Calculus
AICE MATH

AP CALCULUS

Dual Enrollment
College Algebra

NOTES:
➢ Letter grades (A, B, C, D represent report card grades) are a guide for students and teachers
➢ Students who do not pass the Algebra 1 EOC will be placed in Liberal Arts
o Liberal Arts is not approved by NCAA so students may need to take 2 math classes as a
senior.
➢ Algebra 1A and Algebra 1B are at the same level as Algebra 1 and will only be evaluated as
1.0 credit by colleges and NCAA.
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Math
ALGEBRA 1A
Max
Wghtd
Credits

FAS/FMS

Grades 9-12
IB 4 YR
GSV

1200370
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
E
N
E
N
E
Prerequisite(s) : None
This course is a study of the topics of Algebra I designed to
develop the algebraic concepts and processes that can be
used to solve a variety of real-world mathematics problems.
This course covers the first half of Algebra 1.
ALGEBRA 1B
Max
Wghtd
Credits

FAS/FMS

Grades 9-12
IB 4 YR
GSV

1200380
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Algebra 1A
This course is a study of the topics of Algebra I designed to
develop the algebraic concepts and processes that can be
used to solve a variety of real-world mathematics problems.
This course covers the second half of Algebra 1. Students
must take the End of Course Exam administered through the
State of Florida. Students must PASS the EOC to meet the
graduation requirements from the State of Florida.
ALGEBRA 1
Max
Wghtd
Credits

FAS/FMS

Grades 9-12
IB 4 YR
GSV

1200310
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Level 2 or higher on 8th grade assessment
This course is a study of the topics of Algebra I designed to
develop the algebraic concepts and processes that can be
used to solve a variety of real-world mathematics problems.
The content will include: structure and properties of the real
number system, varied means for analyzing and expressing
patterns, relations and functions; variable, algebraic
expressions and polynomials; geometric concepts; data
analysis concepts and techniques; and varied solution
strategies, algebraic and graphic, solutions for inequalities,
linear and quadratic equations, and for systems of equations.
Students must take the End of Course Exam administered
through the State of Florida. Students must PASS the EOC to
meet the graduation requirements from the State of Florida.
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PRE-AICE MATH 1
Grades 9-12
(Honors Alg 1)
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

1209810
CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
C
C
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Level 4 or 5 on 8th grade assessment
The fundamental purpose of the course in Pre-AICE Math 1 is
to formalize and extend the mathematics that students learned
in the middle grades. The critical areas, called units, deepen
and extend understanding of linear and exponential
relationships by contrasting them with each other and by
applying linear models to data that exhibit a linear trend, and
students engage in methods for analyzing, solving, and using
quadratic functions. The Mathematical Practice Standards
apply throughout each course and, together with the content
standards, prescribe that students experience mathematics as
a coherent, useful, and logical subject that makes use of their
ability to make sense of problem situations. Students must
take the End of Course Exam administered through the State
of Florida. Students must PASS the EOC to meet the
graduation requirements from the State of Florida.
LIBERAL ARTS MATH
Grades 9-12
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

1207300
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
N
N
C
N
E
Prerequisite(s) : Algebra 1
Liberal Arts Mathematics is a course designed to strengthen
the mathematical skills required for college entrance exams or
further study of advanced mathematics. The content will
include operations of real numbers, ratio and proportion, area,
volume similarity, congruence, percent’s, the algebra of sets,
integers, polynomials, factoring, algebraic expressions,
equations and inequalities It is NOT an approved Math Course
for NCAA.

Math
GEOMETRY
Max
Wghtd
Credits

FAS/FMS

Grades 9-12
IB 4 YR
GSV

ALGEBRA 2
Max
Wghtd
Credits

1206310
CTE SUS
Admissn

Grades 9-12

1209820

PRE-AICE MATH 3
Grades 9-12
(Honors Alg 2)
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR CTE SUS
Credits
GSV
Admissn
1.00
Y
C
C
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Algebra 1
This course is designed to give a rigorous in-depth study of
geometry with emphasis on methods of proof and the formal
language of mathematics. The content will include the
following: structure of geometry, separation properties, angle
concepts, triangles, quadrilaterals, proofs, perpendicularity and
parallelism in a plane and in space, similar polygons, circles and
spheres, constructions, area and volume, coordinate geometry,
and topology. Students must take the End of Course Exam
administered through the State of Florida.

MATH FOR COLLEGE
Grades 9-12
READINESS
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

1.00
Y
C
Prerequisite(s) : Geometry

C

C

ADVANCED TOPICS IN
Grades 10-12
MATH
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

1209825
CTE

SUS
Admissn

N

C

1298310
CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Algebra 2 or MCR
This course is intended for students who have completed
Algebra 2 and need further preparation for upper level math
courses. The topics covered in this course include advanced
algebra, trigonometry, and probability. Note: Graphing
calculator is suggested.

SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Geometry
This course incorporates the Common Core Standards for
Mathematical Practices as well as the following Common Core
Standards for Mathematical Content: an introduction to
functions, linear equations and inequalities, solving systems of
equations, rational equations and algebraic fractions, radicals
and rational exponents, factoring and quadratic equations,
complex numbers, and the Common Core Standards for High
School Modeling. The benchmarks reflect the Florida College
Competencies necessary for entry‐level college courses.
Students must take the End of Course Exam administered
through the District of Sarasota

Math
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1200330
CTE SUS
Admissn

This may be used as the second component of a two-year math
course sequence which will cover advanced Algebra II topics,
introduce trigonometric functions, Pre-calculus and continue
preparation for Cambridge examinations.
Students must take the End of Course Exam administered
through the State of Florida.

1200700
CTE

Grades 9-12
IB 4 YR
GSV

1.00
N
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Algebra 1
This course is designed to continue the study of the structure
of algebra and to provide the foundation for applying these
skills to other mathematical and scientific fields. The content
will include structure and properties of the complex number
system, sequences and series, relations, functions and graphs,
varied solution strategies for linear equations, inequalities, and
systems of equations and inequalities, conic sections and their
applications, data analysis, reinforcement of geometric
concepts, and probability. Calculators and computers will
serve as instructional tools in concept development. Students
must take the End of Course Exam administered through the
State of Florida.

1.00
N
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Algebra 1
The purpose of this course is to develop the geometric
relationships and deductive strategies that can be used to
solve a variety of real world and mathematical problems. The
content will include Euclidean geometry of lines, planes,
angles, triangles, construction and logic, and properties of
circles, polygons, right triangle trigonometry, and
reinforcement of algebraic concepts. Calculators and
computers will serve as instructional tools in concept
development. Students must take the End of Course Exam
administered through the State of Florida.
PRE-AICE MATH 2
(Honors Geom)

FAS/FMS

PRE-CALC
Max
Wghtd
Credits

FAS/FMS

Grades 10-12
IB 4 YR
GSV

1202340
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Successful completion of Geometry and
Algebra II
The study of trigonometric and circular functions and their
applications will be covered in this course. Topics include
trigonometric identities, graphs of trigonometric functions,
inverses, equations and solutions of triangles. Stresses
relationships among topics of algebra, geometry, and
trigonometry and uses these relationships in preparation for
calculus. Topics include graphs, curve sketching, vectors, the
conic sections, including translation and rotation of axes,
equations and graphs of curves on polar form, analytic proofs,
and parametric equations. Twelve grade students need to
have a qualifying FCAT, ACT, SAT or PERT Score to take this
course.
AICE MATH I
Max
Wghtd
Credits

FAS/FMS

Grades 10-12
IB 4 YR
GSV

1202352
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Pre-AICE Math 3 or Pre-Calc
This course is a comprehensive, rigorous study of advanced
pure math. Areas of study include advanced algebra,
trigonometry, and calculus. Students in this course are
expected to participate in two AICE final papers. College
credit is earned with a passing score on these papers. Twelve
grade students need to have a qualifying FCAT, ACT, SAT or
PERT Score to take this course.

AP CALCULUS AB
Grades 10-12
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

1202310
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
C
C
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Pre-AICE Math 3 or Pre-Calc
This course is designed to offer students college-level
mathematics under the guidelines of the Advanced Placement
Program. The focus is on preparation for the Calculus Level
AB Test given by the College Examination Board in May.
Study will begin by reviewing function definitions, absolute
value, and elementary functions from prerequisites.
Calculators and computers will serve as instructional tools in
concept development. Twelve grade students need to have a
qualifying FCAT, ACT, SAT or PERT Score to take this course.
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COLLEGE ALGEBRA
Grades 11-12
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

MAC 1105
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Students enrolling in DE classes must have a
cumulative unweighted GPA of 3.0 and qualifying scores on
the CPT,ACT or SAT
This is a rigorous introduction to the math concepts necessary
for successful study of MAC 2233 or MAC 1140. This course
is primarily a conceptual study of functions and graphs, their
applications and of systems of equations and inequalities.
Linear, quadratic, rational, absolute value, radical, exponential
and logarithmic functions will be investigated. The use of a
graphing calculator is integrated throughout the course. Note
this full credit course and requires students to have a
qualifying GPA and FCAT, ACT, SAT or PERT Score to enroll.

ELECTIVES – NOT FOR MATH CREDIT

INTENSIVE MATH
Grades 9-12
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

1200400
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
N
N
E
N
N
Prerequisite(s) : None
The purpose of this course is to reinforce problem-solving,
communication, and reasoning skills, as well as content
remediation on the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test
(FCAT). This elective course is also designed to support the
student’s success in satisfying the high school math graduation
requirements. Students will have access to calculators and
computers; classroom activities will be student centered; and
evaluation will include alternative methods of assessment.
THIS COURSE IS AN ELECTIVE AND WILL NOT FULFILL
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS FOR MATH.

Graduation Requirement
or

Science Course with Lab Component
Engineering Career

* Physics

Medical Career

* Chemistry
Biology

* Pre-AICE
Physics

Medical Career

Other Careers

Environmental
Anatomy &
Science
Physiology
Pre-AICE Biology

* Pre-AICE
Chemistry

Anatomy &
Physiology
Honors

* Marine
Science

*AICE
Chemistry

AICE Biology

* AICE Marine
Science

Most on-level students will take Environmental Science (9th) and Biology (10th)
The star (*) means there is a math prerequisite to take this course
We are also offering Experimental Science 1
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Science
ENVIROMENTAL
Grades 9-12
SCIENCE
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

2001340
CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
C
C
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
This course provides a study of man's interaction with the
environment. The content includes forms of pollution,
conservation, environmental planning and policy, public land
usages, population dynamics, and major forms of energy.
Laboratory investigations include the use of the scientific
method, measurement, laboratory apparatus, and safety.

BIOLOGY
Max
Wghtd
Credits

FAS/FMS

Grades 9-12
IB 4 YR
GSV

2000310
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
This course provides students with exploratory activities,
laboratory experiences and real-life applications in the
biological sciences. The content includes the following
concepts: nature of science, matter, energy, chemical
processes of life, reproduction and communication of cells,
basic study of genetics, organization, classification and
taxonomy, structure, reproduction and function of plants,
animals, and microorganisms, interdependence of living things,
adaptations, and the impact of technology on society.
Preserved animal studies may be a part of this course.
Students must take the End of Course Exam administered
through the State of Florida.
.
PRE-AICE BIOLOGY
Grades 9-12
2000322
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR CTE SUS
Credits
GSV
Admissn
1.00
Y
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
This advanced course provides students with exploratory
activities, laboratory experiences and real-life applications in
the biological sciences. The content includes the following
concepts: nature of science, matter, energy, chemical
processes of life, reproduction and communication of cells,
basic study of genetics, organization, classification and
taxonomy, structure, reproduction and function of plants,
animals, and microorganisms, interdependence of living things,
adaptations, and the impact of technology on society.
Preserved animal studies may be a part of this course.
Students must take the End of Course Exam administered
through the State of Florida.
.
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AICE BIOLOGY
Max
Wghtd
Credits

FAS/FMS

Grades 10-12
IB 4 YR
GSV

2000321
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Biology or Pre-AICE Biology
Practical skills are assessed in a timetabled practical
examination. The emphasis throughout is on the
understanding of concepts and the application of biology ideas
in novel contexts as well as on the acquisition of knowledge.
The course encourages creative thinking and problem-solving
skills which are transferable to any future career path.
.
PRE-AICE
Grades 9-12
2003372
CHEMISTRY
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR CTE SUS
Credits
GSV
Admissn
1.00
Y
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Algebra 1
This advanced course involves the study of the composition,
properties and changes of matter, atomic structure, the
periodic table, bonding, gas laws, energy and order, reaction
rates and equilibrium, solutions, nuclear, electric, and organic
chemistry. Selected laboratory activities include the use of the
scientific method, measurement, laboratory apparatus, and
safety.
.
CHEMISTRY
Grades 9-12
2003340
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR CTE SUS
Credits
GSV
Admissn
1.00
N
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Algebra 1
This course involves the study of the composition, properties,
and changes associated with matter. The content includes the
classification and structure of matter, atomic theory, periodic
table, bonding, chemical formulas, chemical reactions and
balanced equations, behavior of gases, and physical changes.
Selected laboratory investigations include the use of the
scientific method, measurement, laboratory apparatus, and
safety.
.
AICE
Grades 10-12
2003371
CHEMISTRY
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR CTE SUS
Credits
GSV
Admissn
1.00
Y
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Pre-AICE Chemistry or AICE Biology
Practical skills are assessed in a timetabled practical
examination. The emphasis throughout is on the
understanding of concepts and the application of chemistry
ideas in novel contexts as well as on the acquisition of
knowledge. The course encourages creative thinking and
problem-solving skills which are transferable to any future
career path. Completion of Pre AICE Chemistry or AICE
Biology AND Algebra II with a grade of a B or better is
required.

Science
MARINE SCIENCE
Grades 10-12
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

2002500
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Algebra 1
This course provides an overview of the marine environment.
The content may include the nature of science, the origins of
oceans, the chemical, physical and geological aspects of the
ecology of various sea zones, marine communities, the
diversity of marine organisms, characteristics of major marine
ecosystems, characteristics of major phyla/divisions, & the
interrelationship between man and the ocean.
AICE MARINE SCIENCE
Grades 10-12
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

2002515
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
C
C
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Algebra 1 and Biology or Pre-AICE Biology
This advanced courses provide an in-depth study of the
physical,
chemical, and biological aspects of the marine environment.
The content includes the origins of the oceans, marine
geological studies, ecology of the sea zones, diversity of
marine organisms, characteristics of the major marine
ecosystems including the phyla and divisions, and the
interrelationship between man and the ocean. Laboratory
investigations will include the use of the scientific method,
measurement, laboratory apparatus and safety procedures.
Preserved specimens may be a part of this course.

ANATOMY &
PHYSIOLOGY
Max
Wghtd
Credits

Grades 10-12
FAS/FMS

IB

4 YR
GSV

2000350
CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
C
N
C
Y
C
Prerequisite(s) : Biology or Pre-AICE Biology
This course provides exploratory activities in the structure and
function of the human body. The content includes anatomical
terminology, cells and tissues, special sensory organs, major
body systems, homeostasis, and human disorders. Selected
laboratory investigations include the use of the scientific
method, measurement, laboratory apparatus, and safety.
Preserved animal studies may be a part of the laboratory
experience.
ANATOMY &
Grades 10-12
PHYSIOLOGY HONORS
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

2000360
CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
C
N
C
Y
C
Prerequisite(s) : Biology or Pre-AICE Biology
This advanced course provides exploratory activities in the
structure and function of the human body. The content
includes anatomical terminology, cells and tissues, special
sensory organs, major body systems, homeostasis, and human
disorders. Selected laboratory investigations include the use of
the scientific method, measurement, laboratory apparatus, and
safety. Preserved animal studies may be a part of the
laboratory experience.
EXPERIMENTAL
Grades 9-12
SCIENCE HONORS
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

2002340
CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
C
N
C
Y
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
This course is designed to teach students about the scientific
process and help them to use sound scientific practices in real
world situations. Our course will use the scientific method to
conduct various experiments and tests in the field of electrical,
mechanical and computer engineering. We will be working
with our hands and learning new skills to design and
implement our designs in class. Our learning will be practical
and project based.
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Grade 9
AICE
Diploma
Path

Grade 10

Grade 11

Grade 12

Pre-AICE
World Hist.

Global
Perspective
(AICE Diploma
s
Requirement)

AICE
US History

Government /
Economics
(Honors)

On Level
Path

World History

US History

Government /
Economics

NOTES:
➢ These are just suggested years to complete each course.
➢ 3 Required credits for graduation are World History (1), US History (1), Government (0.5) and
Economics (0.5)
SOCIAL STUDIES ELECTIVES:
➢ The number indicates the credits for the course

AICE
Psychology (1)

Multicultural
Studies (0.5)

Comprehensive
Law Studies (1)
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AICE
International
History (1)

AICE Global
Perspectives (1)

Law Studies (0.5)

Court Procedures
(0.5)

Constitutional
Law Studies (1)

Criminal Justice
Operations (1)

Psychology (0.5)

Critical Thinking &
Study Skills (0.5)

Research/ Speech
& Debate (1)

WORLD HISTORY
Grades 9-12
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

Social Studies
2109310
AICE US HISTORY
Grades 10-12
CTE SUS
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Admissn
Credits
GSV

1.00
N
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
The purpose of this course is to enable students to understand
their connections to the development of civilizations by
examining the past to prepare for their future as participating
members of a global community. Students will use knowledge
pertaining to history, geography, economics, political
processes, religion, ethics, diverse cultures, and humanities to
solve problems in academic, civic, social and employment
settings. Students must take the End of Course Exam
administered through the District of Sarasota
PRE-AICE WORLD
Grades 9-12
HISTORY
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

2109321
CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
The purpose of this course is to promote the acquisition of
knowledge and understanding of human activity in the past,
promote an understanding of the nature of cause and
consequence, continuity and change, similarity and difference,
and to encourage international understanding. Students must
take the End of Course Exam administered through the
District of Sarasota
US HISTORY
Max
Wghtd
Credits

FAS/FMS

Grades 9-12
IB 4 YR
GSV

2100310
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
The purpose of this course is to enable students to understand
the development of the United States within the context of
history with a major focus on the post-Reconstruction period.
Student will use knowledge pertaining to history, geography,
economics, political processes, religion, ethics, diverse
cultures, and humanities to solve problems in academic, civic,
social, and employment settings.
Students must take the End of Course Exam administered
through the State of Florida

1.00
Y
C
N
E
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
The purpose of this course is to enable students to understand
the development of the United States within the context of
history with a major focus on the post-Reconstruction period.
Student will use knowledge pertaining to history, geography,
economics, political processes, religion, ethics, diverse
cultures, and humanities to solve problems in academic, civic,
social, and employment settings.
AMERICAN
GOVERNMENT
Max
Wghtd
Credits

Grades 11-12
FAS/FMS

IB

4 YR
GSV

2106310
CTE

SUS
Admissn

0.50
N
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
The purpose of this course is to enable students to gain an
understanding of American government and political behavior
that is essential for effective citizenship and active
involvement in a democratic American society. Students must
take the End of Course Exam administered through the
District of Sarasota.
AMERICAN
GOVERNMENT
HONORS
Max
Wghtd
Credits

Grades 11-12
FAS/FMS

IB

4 YR
GSV

2106320
CTE

SUS
Admissn

0.50
Y
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
The purpose of this course is to enable students to gain an
understanding of American government and political behavior
that is essential for effective citizenship and active
involvement in a democratic American society.
Honors/Advanced courses offer scaffolded learning
opportunities for students to develop the critical skills of
analysis, synthesis, and evaluation in a more rigorous and
reflective academic setting. Students must take the End of
Course Exam administered through the District of Sarasota.

Social Studies
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2100500
CTE SUS
Admissn

ECONCOMICS
Max
Wghtd
Credits

FAS/FMS

Grades 11-12
IB 4 YR
GSV

2102335
CTE SUS
Admissn

0.50
N
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
The primary content emphasis for this course pertains to the
study of the concepts and processes of the national and
international economic systems. Content should include, but is
not limited to, currency, banking, and monetary policy, the
fundamental concepts relevant to the major economic
systems, the global market and economy, major economic
theories and economists, the role and influence of the
government and fiscal policies, economic measurements, tools,
and methodology, financial and investment markets, and the
business cycle. Students must take the End of Course Exam
administered through the District of Sarasota
ECONCOMICS
HONORS
Max
Wghtd
Credits

Grades 11-12
FAS/FMS

IB

4 YR
GSV

2102345
CTE

SUS
Admissn

0.50
Y
C
N
C
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
The primary content emphasis for this course pertains to the
study of the concepts and processes of the national and
international economic systems. Honors/Advanced courses
offer scaffolded learning opportunities for students to develop
the critical skills of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation in a more
rigorous and reflective academic setting. Students must take
the End of Course Exam administered through the District of
Sarasota
AICE PSYCHOLOGY
Grades 10-12
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

2107360
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
C
N
E
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
Cambridge International AS and A Level Psychology learners
develop their appreciation of the subject by exploring the
ways in which psychology is conducted. As part of their
studies, learners also review important research; this provides
an insight into the ways in which psychology has been applied,
thereby leading to a better understanding of key themes and
issues. The syllabus reflects the five core areas of psychology,
namely cognitive, social, physiological, and developmental and
the psychology of individual differences; it also relates
psychology to education, health, organizations, the
environment and abnormality.

AICE INTERNATIONAL
Grades 10-12
HISTORY
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
C
N
E
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
The emphasis is again on both historical knowledge and on the
skills required for historical research. Learners develop an
understanding of cause and effect, continuity and change,
similarity and difference, and use historical evidence as part of
their studies. The flexible and wide-ranging syllabus covers six
periods, ranging from the history of the Caribbean from 1794
to 1900, to international history from 1945 to 1991. Learners
can also study periods from European, Asian, African and
American history. Teachers choose which periods to focus on,
allowing them to build a course that reflects their learners'
interests and staff specialisms, or which is relevant to the local
or regional context. This course will replace World History for
students seeking an AICE Diploma.

AICE GLOBAL
PERSPECTIVES
Max
Wghtd
Credits

Grades 10-12
FAS/FMS

IB

4 YR
GSV

1700364
CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
N
N
E
N
E
Prerequisite(s) : None
Global Perspectives is a course that is cross-curricular,
stretching across traditional subject boundaries. It taps into
the way students of today enjoy learning as well as including
group work, seminars, projects, and working with other
students around the world. The emphasis is on developing the
ability to think critically about a range of global issues where
there is always more than one point of view.

Social Studies
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2100490

PSYCHOLOGY
Max
Wghtd
Credits

FAS/FMS

Grades 9-12
IB 4 YR
GSV

2107300
CTE SUS
Admissn

0.50
N
C
N
E
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
The purpose of this course is to provide students an
understanding of human behavior, behavioral interaction, and
the progressive development of individuals. Students will
acquire an understanding of and an appreciation for human
behavior, behavior interaction and the progressive
development of individuals. This will better prepare them to
understand their own behavior and the behavior of others.
Content will include the theories and methods of study
employed by psychologists, human growth and development,
self-concept development, adjustment, memory, personality
and behavior,
emotion and frustration, abnormal behavior, conformity,
autonomy, alienation, stress, mental health, and therapy.
MULTICULTURAL
Grades 9-12
STUDIES
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

2104600
CTE

SUS
Admissn

0.50
N
C
N
E
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
The primary content emphasis for this course pertains to the
study of the chronological development of multicultural and
multiethnic groups in the United States and their influence on
the development of American culture. Content should include,
but is not limited to, the influence of geography on the social
and economic development of Native American culture, the
influence of major historical events on the development of a
multicultural American society and a study of the political,
economic and social aspects of Native American, Hispanic
American, African American and Asian American culture.

Social Studies / Law Academy
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LAW STUDIES
Max
Wghtd
Credits

Grades 9-12
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
GSV

2106350
CTE SUS
Admissn

0.50
N
C
N
E
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
The purpose of this course is to provide students an
understanding of the American legal process. Content will
include historical antecedents for law, constitutional
guarantees, different kinds of laws, adult and juvenile justice
systems, the value of law in society, the role of law
enforcement officials, the importance of the adversarial
relationship, social values and their impact on interpretations
of the law, and the supremacy of the Constitution.
COURT PROCEDURES
Grades 9-12
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

2106390
CTE SUS
Admissn

0.50
N
N
N
E
N
E
Prerequisite(s) : None
The purpose of this course is to enable students to develop
their ability to function effectively in society by understanding
the judicial systems of the United States and Florida.
CRITICAL THINKING &
Grades 9-12
STUDY SKILLS
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

1700370
CTE

SUS
Admissn

0.50
N
N
N
E
N
N
Prerequisite(s) : None
This course is designed to develop skills related to critical
thinking, learning and problem solving, enabling students to
enhance their performance in both academic and nonacademic areas. Strategies for acquiring, storing and retrieving
information, time management and organizational skills, critical
thinking operations and processes, strategies for oral and
written communication, and problem solving skills including
test taking skills are an integral part of this course.
COURT PROCEDURES
Grades 9-12
INTERN
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV
0.50
N
N
Prerequisite(s) : None

N

E

2106400
CTE

SUS
Admissn

N

E

The purpose of this course is to further refine and apply
technical skills and competencies for leadership within lawrelated professional areas.
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COMPREHENSIVE LAW
Grades 9-12
STUDIES HON
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

2106375
CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
C
N
E
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
The purpose of this course is to provide students an in-depth
approach to examine the working of our criminal and civil
justice systems. The content will include, but not be limited to
opportunities for students to conduct legal research and to
participate in mock trials and law-related projects.
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Grades 9-12
STUDIES
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits
GSV

2106468
CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
C
N
N
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
This course will incorporate the development of a written
appellate brief addressing a contemporary constitutional
question and the presentation of oral arguments to defend
their position legally. This course is designed to provide an indepth study of this topic to students who are interested in
pursuing post-secondary careers in law, law enforcement,
governmental service, or a law related field.
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
OPERATIONS
Max
Credits

Wghtd

FAS/FMS

1.00
N
N
Prerequisite(s) : None

Grades 9-12
IB

4 YR
GSV

1 – 8918010
2 – 8918020
3 – 8918030
CTE SUS
Admissn

N

E

Y

E

This course is designed to develop competencies in patrol,
traffic control, defensive tactics and physical proficiency skills,
and first aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation skills.
RESEARCH
Max
Credits

Wghtd

Grades 9-12
FAS/FMS

IB

4 YR
GSV

1 – 1700300
2 – 1700310
3 – 1700320
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
N
N
E
N
N
Prerequisite(s) : None
The purpose of this course is to enable students to develop
fundamental knowledge of the steps in the research process.

ELECTIVES
ART / MUSIC
*Drawing
*Band
*Guitar
*Keyboarding

Computer/Engineering
*Creative Photo
*Instrumental Tech.
*Orchestra

WORLD LANGUAGES
*French

*Spanish

*German

*Digital Info Technology
*Digital Design 1-3
*Business and Entrepreneurial
*Legal Aspects of Business
*Applied Engineering 1-4
*Pre-AICE Computer Programming

JROTC/PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
*Basketball
*Tennis
*Team Sports
*Volleyball
*Weight Training
*HOPE
*Care and Prevention

OTHER ELECTIVES
* College Career and You, AICE Thinking Skills, Leadership classes!
* Yearbook, Newspaper, Creative Writing, Multicultural, Psychology, and many more under core
subjects!
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Art/ Music
CREATIVE
Grades 9-12
PHOTOGRAPHY 1
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits d
GSV

0108310
CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
N
Y
C
N
E
Prerequisite(s) : None
The purpose of these courses is to enable students to develop
fundamental skills and creative approaches in photographic
imagery, processes, and techniques. Students will understand
the use of equipment, tools and materials, and art and
photography vocabulary. The courses provide extensive
experience with the elements of art and principles of design
and the use of formal and expressive elements in particular.
Content includes digital photographic processing, presentation
techniques, types and functions of cameras and film, and use
of light and exposure. Technological, historical, and cultural
perspectives will be explored using critical and analytical
thinking skills. Connections will be made between
photography and other subject areas. Content also includes
collaborative skills as well as legal and ethical issues.
DRAWING 1
Max
Wght
Credits d

FAS/FMS

Grades 9-12
IB 4 YR
GSV

DRAWING 2
Max
Wght
Credits d

Grades 9-12
IB 4 YR
GSV

0104350
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
N
Y
C
N
E
Prerequisite(s) : None
Students develop and refine technical skills and create 2-D
compositions with a variety of media in drawing. Student
artists sketch, manipulate, and refine the structural elements
of art to improve mark-making and/or the organizational
principles of design in a composition from observation,
research, and/or imagination. Through the critique process,
students evaluate and respond to their own work and that of
their peers. This course incorporates hands-on activities and
consumption of art materials.

0104340
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
N
Y
C
N
E
Prerequisite(s) : None
These courses provide instruction in drawing media,
techniques, and vocabulary. Drawing I will emphasize
fundamental perceptual, observational and compositional skills
including contrast, texture, and pattern. Drawing II will
emphasize more advanced perceptual, observational, and
compositional skills as well as color theory. Gesture and figure
drawings will be introduced and emphasized as well as
expressive and abstract drawings. Skills of concentration,
keen perceptual awareness, and creative imagination will be
stressed. The courses emphasize the creation and
communication of symbols, ideas, and concepts, and will
include cultural and historical connections, reasoning, critical
thinking, and evaluation skills.

BAND 1-4

Max
Credits

Wght
d

Grades 9-12

FAS/FMS

IB

4 YR
GSV

1 – 1302300
2 – 1302310
3 – 1302320
4 – 1302330
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
N
Y
C
N
E
Prerequisite(s) : Previous experience playing a band instrument
or Teacher recommendation
The purpose of these courses is to enable students to develop
technical skills on wind or percussion instruments through the
refinement and performance of high school band literature.
Emphasis will be placed on the development of skills in
Interpretation of notation and expressive markings, individual
and ensemble performance, and critical listening. Content will
include technical skills, individual and ensemble techniques,
music literacy, sight reading and ear training. Students will
analyze performances and understand and apply skills in
improvisation, composition, and arranging. Students will
understand the elements and characteristics of music, and the
role and influence of instrumental music and musicians. They
will explore connections between music and other subject
areas, and demonstrate responsible participation in music
activities. These courses require students to participate in
extra rehearsals and performances beyond the school day.

Art/ Music
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FAS/FMS

GUITAR

Max
Credits

Grades 9-12

Wght
d

FAS/FMS

IB

4 YR
GSV

1 – 1301320
2 – 1301330
3 – 1301340
4 – 1301350
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
N
N
C
N
E
Prerequisite(s) : None
Students with little or no experience develop basic guitar skills
and knowledge, including simple and full-strum chords, bass
lines and lead sheets, barre and power chords, foundational
music literacy and theory, major scales, simple finger-picking
patterns, and ensemble skills for a variety of music.. Public
performances may serve as a culmination of specific
instructional goals. Students may be required to attend and/or
participate in rehearsals and performances outside the school
day to support, extend, and assess learning in the classroom.
This course may also require students to obtain a musical
instrument (e.g., borrow, rent, purchase) from an outside
source.
INSTRUMENTAL
TECHNIQUES
Max
Credits

Wght
d

Grades 9-12

FAS/FMS

IB

4 YR
GSV

1 – 1302420
2 – 1302430
3 – 1302440
4 – 1302450
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
N
N
C
N
E
Prerequisite(s) : None
Students in this entry-level class focus on the development of
musical and technical skills on a specific instrument through
etudes, scales, and selected music literature. Through
problem-solving, critical thinking, and reflection, students
develop the physical and cognitive skills to be more disciplined
performers. Public performances may serve as a culmination of
specific instructional goals. Students may be required to
attend and/or participate in rehearsals and performances
outside the school day to support, extend, and assess learning
in the classroom. This course may also require students to
obtain a musical instrument (e.g., borrow, rent, purchase) from
an outside source.

KEYBOARDING (PIANO)

Max
Credits

Wght
d

FAS/FMS

Grades 9-12

IB

4 YR
GSV

1 – 1301360
2 – 1301370
3 – 1301380
4 – 1301390
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
N
N
C
N
E
Prerequisite(s) : None
Students build fundamental piano techniques while learning to
read music, acquire and apply knowledge of basic music
theory, and explore the role of keyboard music in history and
culture. Beginning pianists develop skills in analytical listening
and explore musical creativity in the form of basic
improvisation and basic composition. Public performances may
serve as a culmination of specific instructional goals. Students
may be required to attend and/or participate in rehearsals and
performances outside the school day to support, extend, and
assess learning in the classroom.
ORCHESTRA

Max
Credits

Wght
d

Grades 9-12

FAS/FMS

IB

4 YR
GSV

1 – 1302360
2 – 1302370
3 – 1302380
4 – 1302390
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
N
N
C
N
E
Prerequisite(s) : None
Students who have little or no orchestral experience study and
perform high-quality beginning orchestra literature of diverse
times and styles. Rehearsals focus on the development of
critical listening skills, rudimentary string techniques, music
literacy, ensemble skills, and aesthetic awareness. Public
performances may serve as a culmination of specific
instructional goals. Students may be required to attend and/or
participate in rehearsals and performances outside the school
day to support, extend, and assess learning in the classroom.
Students in this class may need to obtain (e.g., borrow, rent,
purchase) an instrument from an outside source.
MARCHING BAND 1 w/
Grades 9-12
1500440
PERSONAL FITNESS
WAIVER
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR CTE SUS
Credits d
GSV
Admissn
1.00
N
N
N
E
N
N
Prerequisite(s) : Previous experience playing a band instrument
or Teacher recommendation
One semester of marching band with a grade of “C” or better
(waiver #1500440) waives the .5 credit requirement of a
physical education activity elective. (NOTE: another option is
to have this waive the performing arts requirement). The
student must still take the .5 credit Personal Fitness class to
complete the requirement.
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CTE Progression and Certification Test
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Computer / Engineering
DIGITAL INFORMATION
Grades 9-12
TECHNOLOGY
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits d
GSV

8207310
CTE

Max
Credits

Wght
d

Grades 9-12
FAS/FMS

IB

4 YR
GSV

1 – 8209510
2 – 8209520
3 – 8209530
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
N
E
C
Y
E
Prerequisite(s) : Digital Information Technology
This course continues the development of basic entry-level
skills required for careers in the digital publishing industry.
The content includes computer skills; digital publishing
operations; layout, design, and measurement activities;
decision-making activities, and digital imaging.
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Grades 9-12

SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
N
E
C
Y
E
Prerequisite(s) : None
This course is designed to provide an introduction to
information concepts and careers as well as the impact
information technology has on the world, people, and industry
and basic web design concepts. The content includes
information technology career research; operating systems
and software applications; electronic communications
including e-mail and Internet services; basic HTML, DHTML,
and XML web commands and design; and emerging
technologies and Web page design.

DIGITAL DESIGN

APPLIED ENGINEERING

Max
Credits

Wght
d

FAS/FMS

IB

4 YR
GSV

1 – 8401110
2 – 8401120
3 – 8401130
4 – 8601900
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
N
E
C
Y
E
Prerequisite(s) : Take courses in sequential order
This course helps students understand the field of engineering/
engineering technology. Exploring various technology systems
and manufacturing processes help students learn how engineers
and technicians use math, science and technology in an
engineering problem solving process to benefit people. The
course also includes concerns about social and political
consequences of technological change.
PRE-AICE COMPUTER
Grades 9-12
PROGRAMMING
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits d
GSV

0200435
CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
Y
N
E
N
N
E
Prerequisite(s) : none
This honors-level course provides an introduction to computer
science and is open to all students No prior computer
programming experience is required. This course teaches
students how to program computers and robots to solve
problems and accomplish tasks using the C programming
language. Students will also develop an understanding of
hardware, data and communications.

OJT - COOPERATIVE
Grades 11-12
DIVERSIFIED
EDUCATION
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits d
GSV
1.00
N
N
Prerequisite(s) : None

N

E

8300420
CTE

SUS
Admissn

N

N

Purpose
This program offers a sequence of courses that provides
coherent and rigorous content aligned with challenging
academic standards and relevant technical knowledge and
skills needed to prepare for further education and careers in
the Diversified Education cluster; provides technical skill
proficiency, and includes competency-based applied learning
that contributes to the academic knowledge, higher-order
reasoning and problem-solving skills, work attitudes, general
employability skills, technical skills, and occupation-specific
skills, and knowledge of all aspects of the Diversified
Education cluster.
Each student job placement must be related to the job
preparatory program in which the student is enrolled or has
completed.
The purpose of this course is to provide the on-the-job
training component when the cooperative method of
instruction is appropriate. Whenever the cooperative method
is offered, the following is required for each student: a
training agreement; a training plan signed by the student,
teacher and employer, including instructional objectives; a list
of on-the-job and in-school learning experiences; a
workstation which reflects equipment, skills and tasks which
are relevant to the occupation which the student has chosen
as a career goal; and a site supervisor with a working
knowledge of the selected occupation. The workstation may
be in an industry setting or in a virtual learning environment.
The student must be compensated for work performed.
The teacher/coordinator must meet with the site supervisor a
minimum of once during each grading period for the purpose
of evaluating the student's progress in attaining the
competencies listed in the training plan.
Cooperative Diversified Education OJT may be taken by a
student for one or more semesters. A student may earn
multiple credits in this course. The specific student
performance standards which the student must achieve to
earn credit are specified in the Cooperative Education - OJT
Training Plan.
Additional Information relevant to this Career and Technical
Education (CTE) program is provided at the end of this
document.

JROTC / Physical Education
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HOPE –
HEALTH OPTIONS
THROUGH PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

JROTC - LEADERSHIP
EDUCATION AND
TRAINING
Max
Credits

Wght
d

FAS/FMS

Grades 9-12

IB

4 YR
GSV

1 – 1801300
2 – 1801310
3 – 1801320
4 – 1801330
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
N
E
E
N
E
Prerequisite(s) : None for Level 1; Prior level for 2-4
The purpose of this course is to enable students to develop
knowledge of the history, customs, traditions, and purpose of
the Army JROTC. The course includes development of basic
leadership skills including leadership principles, values, and
attributes. Students should master appreciation for diversity.
Active learning strategies are integrated throughout the course
with an emphasis on writing skills and oral communication
techniques. Financial planning as well as physical fitness, diet,
nutrition, healthy lifestyles, awareness of substance abuse and
prevention, and basic first aid measures is included. An
overview of the globe and geography and basic map reading
skills are incorporated.
A study of the United States
Constitution, Bill of Rights, responsibilities of United States
citizen, and the federal justice system is also provided. Level III
expands the content of Level I. Levels II and IV applies the
concepts, skills and strategies of Level I and II. Students can
waive the one-credit requirement of Health Opportunities
through Physical Education (HOPE) upon successfully
completing two (2) full years of the JROTC Program. Students
can also waive one-credit requirement of performing arts upon
completing two full years (2) in the JROTC Program.
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Grades 9-12

3026010

Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
CTE
SUS
Credits
GSV
Admissn
1.00
N
N
E
C
N
N
Prerequisite(s) : None
Students will develop and learn healthy behavior that will
influence lifestyle choices and student health and fitness. This is
a graduation requirement for students seeking a 26 credit high
school diploma.

BASKETBALL
Grades 9-12
1503310
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
CTE
SUS
Credits
GSV
Admissn
0.50
N
N
E
C
N
N
Prerequisite(s) : None
This course will provide students with opportunities to acquire
in-depth knowledge and skills in basketball. Content will
include techniques, strategies, rules, safety, organization and
administration of basketball tournaments and other activities,
and officiating techniques. Strategies of team play, individual
skill acquisition, and the maintenance and/or improvement of
personal fitness will be stressed.
TENNIS
Grades 9-12
1504500
Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
CTE
SUS
Credits
GSV
Admissn
0.50
N
N
E
C
N
N
Prerequisite(s) : None
This is an introductory course teaching the fundamental skills of
tennis. Focus includes: basic strokes; strategy; rules; scoring;
etiquette; practice drills; singles and doubles play. The more
experienced students will receive instruction on use of spin;
court positioning; footwork; and advanced strategies.

Physical Education
TEAM SPORTS I
Max
Wght
Credits d

FAS/FMS

Grades 9-12
IB 4 YR
GSV

1503350
CTE SUS
Admissn

0.50
N
N
E
C
N
N
Prerequisite(s) : None
Students will learn safety practices, skills, techniques, rules and
strategies in selected team sports. Health-related components
of fitness will be emphasized. The selected team sports may
include, but not be limited to; team handball, flicker ball,
gatorball, speedball, field hockey and track and field. Special
Note: Activities selected in Team Sports I may not be
repeated in Team Sports II.
TEAM SPORTS II
Grades 9-12
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits d
GSV

1503360
CTE SUS
Admissn

0.50
N
N
E
C
N
N
Prerequisite(s) : None
Students will acquire knowledge of team sports play, develop
skills in selected team sports and maintain or improve their
health related fitness levels. Students must understand and be
able to apply the physiological principles related to exercise
and training. The selected team sports may include, but not be
limited to: angle ball, soccer, volleyball, basketball, softball, flag
football, and Frisbee games. Special Notes: Activities selected
in Team Sports II must be different from those taught in Team
Sports I.
VOLLEYBALL
Max
Wght
Credits d

FAS/FMS

Grades 9-12
IB 4 YR
GSV

1505500
CTE SUS
Admissn

0.50
N
N
E
C
N
N
Prerequisite(s) : None
The integration of fitness concepts throughout the content is
critical to the success of this course. The content should
include, but not be limited to the following: safety practices,
rules, terminology, sportsmanship, etiquette, history of
volleyball, sportsmanship, correct techniques in performing
skills, strategies, officiating, organizing and administration of
volleyball activities, consumer issues, benefits of participation,
fitness activities, and fitness assessments.
RECREATIONAL
ACTIVITIES
Max
Wght
Credits d

Grades 9-12
FAS/FMS

IB

4 YR
GSV

1502470
CTE

SUS
Admissn

0.50
N
N
E
C
N
N
Prerequisite(s) : None
The purpose of this course is to provide students with
opportunities to acquire knowledge and skills in a variety of
recreational activities that may be used in recreational pursuits
today as well as in later life and maintain and/or improve their
personal fitness. This course expands and refines concepts and
activities that were introduced in elementary and middle
school.
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WEIGHT TRAINING

Max
Credits

Wght
d

FAS/FMS

Grades 9-12

IB

4 YR
GSV

1 – 1501340
2 – 1501350 3
– 1501360 4 –
1501410
CTE SUS
Admissn

0.50
N
N
E
C
N
N
Prerequisite(s) : None for Level 1
Students will acquire basic knowledge and skills in weight
training in order to assess, develop, and maintain their own
muscular strength and endurance. They will study the
importance of muscular strength and endurance, the skeletal
structure and muscles, biomechanical and physiological
principles, nutrition and safety practices related to weight
training. Cardiovascular fitness shall be emphasized in all
weight training courses.
CARE AND PREVENTION
Grades 9-12
OF ATHLETIC INJURIES
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits d
GSV

1502490
CTE

SUS
Admissn

0.50
N
N
E
C
N
N
Prerequisite(s) : None
The purpose of this course is to enable students to develop
knowledge of the anatomy and physiology related to athletic i
njuries and skills related to nature, prevention, care, and
rehabilitation of athletic injuries. The content should include,
but not be limited to the following: safety practices, rules, te
rminology, history of the sports/activities, correct techniques
in
performing skills, consumer issues, benefits of participation, fit
ness activities, and fitness assessments. The content of the co
urse
should include but not limited to such things as injury
prevention, anatomy and physiology related to
athletic injuries, conditioning methods, identification, manage
ment, rehabilitation, athletic training, career opportunities, be
nefits of
knowing issues pertaining to athletic injuries. The purpose of
this course is to acquire knowledge and skills relating to
the nature, prevention, care, and rehabilitation of athletic
injuries for current and future recreational pursuits.

World Languages
SPANISH I
Grades 9-12
0708340
FRENCH I
Grades 9-12
0701320
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR CTE SUS
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR CTE SUS
Credits d
GSV
Admissn
Credits d
GSV
Admissn
1.00
N
C
N
E
N
C
1.00
N
C
N
E
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
Prerequisite(s) : None
The purpose of this course is to introduce students to the
The purpose of this course is to introduce students to the
target language and its culture and to develop communicative
target language and its culture and to develop communicative
skills and cross-cultural understanding. The content includes
skills and cross-cultural understanding. Content includes
beginning skills in listening and speaking with special attention
beginning skills in listening and speaking with special attention
to pronunciation. An introduction to reading and writing is
to pronunciation. An introduction to reading and writing is
included, as well as the fundamentals of grammar and culture.
also included, as well as the fundamentals of grammar and
culture.
SPANISH II
Grades 9-12
0708350
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR CTE SUS
FRENCH II
Grades 9-12
0701330
Credits d
GSV
Admissn
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR CTE SUS
1.00
N
C
N
E
N
C
Credits d
GSV
Admissn
Prerequisite(s) : Spanish I
1.00
N
C
N
E
N
C
The purpose of this course is to reinforce the fundamental
Prerequisite(s) : French I
skills acquired previously by the students in Spanish I. This
The purpose of this course is to reinforce the fundamental
course develops increased listening, speaking, reading, and
skills previously acquired in French I. Students develop
writing skills as well as cultural awareness. The content
increased listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills as well
includes an expansion of listening and oral skills. Reading and
as cultural awareness. Reading and writing receive more
writing receive more emphasis, while oral communication
emphasis, while oral communication remains the primary
remains the primary objective. This course continues the
objective. This course continues the cultural survey of Frenchcultural survey of Spanish-speaking people.
speaking people
SPANISH III
Grades 9-12
0708360
FRENCH III
Grades 9-12
0701340
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR CTE SUS
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR CTE SUS
Credits d
GSV
Admissn
Credits d
GSV
Admissn
1.00
Y
C
N
E
N
C
1.00
Y
C
N
E
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Spanish II
Prerequisite(s) : French II
The purpose of this course is to master and expand the skills
The purpose of this course is to master and expand the skills
acquired previously by the students in Spanish II. The content
previously acquired by the students in French II. The content
includes expansion of vocabulary and conversational skills
includes expansion of vocabulary and conversational skills
through discussions based on selected readings. By analyzing
through discussions based on selected readings. Students’
reading selections, students acquire and strengthen
acquisition of grammatical concepts is strengthened by
grammatical concepts. Contemporary vocabulary is
analyzing reading selections. Contemporary vocabulary is
emphasized through activities imitating the everyday life of
stressed through activities imitating the everyday life of
Spanish-speaking people.
French-speaking people.
AP SPANISH
Grades 9-12
0708400
FRENCH IV
Grades 9-12
0701350
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR CTE SUS
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR CTE SUS
Credits d
GSV
Admissn
Credits d
GSV
Admissn
1.00
Y
C
C
E
N
C
1.00
Y
C
N
E
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : Spanish III and Teacher Recommendation
Prerequisite(s) : French III
Students will learn how to use the language in a variety of
The purpose of this course is to further expand the skills
situations. They will be expected to handle texts and other
previously acquired by the students in French III. The content
source materials, extracting information in order to respond to
includes more advanced language structures and idiomatic
specific tasks.
expressions, with an emphasis on conversational skills. There
will be additional growth in vocabulary for practical purposes
including writing. Reading selections will vary.
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World Languages / Other Electives
GERMAN I
Max
Wght
Credits d

Grades 9-12
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
GSV

0702320
CTE SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
C
N
E
N
C
Prerequisite(s) : None
German 1 introduces students to the target language and its
culture. The student will develop communicative skills in all 3
modes of communication and cross-cultural understanding.
Emphasis is placed on proficient communication in the
language. An introduction to reading and writing is also
included as well as culture, connections, comparisons, and
communities.

LEADERSHIP - STUDENT
Grades 9-12
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION
Max
Wght
FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
Credits d
GSV

CAREER RESEARCH &
DECISION MAKING

Grades 9

1700380

Max
Wghtd FAS/FMS
IB 4 YR
CTE
SUS
Credits
GSV
Admissn
0.50
N
N
E
E
N
N
Prerequisite(s) : None
Students who participate in this semester-long course for
freshmen will begin planning for their post-secondary future
and begin mastering the basic skills necessary for college and
career success.
This is a mandatory class for all non VPA and LAW academy
Freshman.

2400300 - S
CTE

SUS
Admissn

1.00
N
N
N
E
N
N
Prerequisite(s) : Must be in Student Government
This class is for Student Government members only. This is an
elected position. Students are responsible for leadership,
mentoring and collaboration for all student based activities on
campus.

AICE THINKING SKILLS

Max
Credits
1.00

Grades 9 - 12

Wghtd

FAS/FMS

IB

N

N

N

4 YR
GSV
N

1700372

CTE
N

SUS
Admissn
E

Prerequisite(s) : Teacher Recommendation
Thinking Skills is an intriguing course that allows candidates to
develop a specific set of transferable skills in Critical Reasoning
and Problem Solving. The focus of the Critical Reasoning unit
is on development of skill sets to:
1. Evaluate the credibility of evidence (information) to
make decisions based on rational, logical reasoning;
2. To analyze and draw appropriate conclusions from
scientific data;
3. To unpack arguments, identify flaws and reasoning
and present reasoned arguments.
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ACCESS POINTS DIPLOMA
4 Year Course Progressions - Classes rotate every 4 years.
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

English1/2 and 3/4

English1/2 and 3/4

English1/2 and 3/4

English1/2 and 3/4

Algebra 1A

Algebra 1B

Geometry

Liberal Arts

Biology

Earth Space

Biology

Integrated Science

Government and Economics

US History

Government and Economics

World History

HOPE/Elective

Self-Determination

HOPE/Elective

Self Determination

(Choose 2)
Career Prep through SVA/
Career Experience/ Fine
Arts/ Electives

(Choose 2)
Career Prep through SVA/
Career Experience/ Fine
Arts/ Electives

(Choose 2)
Career Prep through SVA/
Career Experience/ Fine
Arts/ Electives

(Choose 2)
Career Prep through SVA/
Career Experience/ Fine
Arts/ Electives

Lynne Catlin is the ESE Liaison at Booker High School. She will prepare appropriate schedules for all ESE
students. If you have any questions, please contact her at

Lynne.Catlin@sarasotacountyschools.net

Access Points Diploma
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All Access Points Diploma Classes are for students with
disabilities to function at their highest levels and prepare to
participate effectively in post school adult living and the world of
work. All classes follow this key.
Max
Credits

Wghtd

FAS/
FMS

IB

4 YR
GSV

CTE

SUS
Admissn

Multiple

N
N
N
N
N
N
Access English 1/2
7910111
Access English 3/4
7910112
The purpose of this course is to provide instruction in reading
concepts and skills. This entire course may not be mastered in
one year. Note: The focus of this course will be to assist
students to master phonemic awareness, phonics and decoding
while increasing vocabulary and comprehension. The adopted
curriculum for this course in Sopris West LANGUAGE! or SRA
Corrective Reading.
Access Algebra 1A
7912080
Access Algebra 1B
7912090
The purpose of this course is to develop the algebraic concepts
and processes that can be used to solve a variety of real world
and mathematical problems. Algebra 1A is the first year and
Algebra 1B is the second year of a two-year sequence of courses.
Access Geometry
7912065
The purpose of this course is to provide instruction in geometric
concepts and procedures.
Access Liberal Arts Math
7912070
This course is designed to strengthen student skills in
mathematics before continuing study in the academic sequence.
Access Biology
7920015
The purpose of this course is to provide a general knowledge of
biology.
Access Earth Space
7920020
The purpose of this course is to provide a general knowledge of
the concepts of earth and space science.
Access Integrated Science
7920025
The purpose of this course is to provide a general knowledge of
the concepts of life science, physical science and earth science.
Access Government
7921015
The purpose of this course is to develop an understanding of
government.
Access Economics
7921020
The purpose of this course is to develop an understanding of
economics.
Access US History
7921020
The purpose of this course is to develop an understanding of
history.
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. Access World History
7921020
The purpose of this course is to develop an understanding of
history.
Access HOPE
7915015
Access courses are intended only for students with a significant
cognitive disability. Access courses are designed to provide
students with access to the general curriculum. Access points
reflect increasing levels of complexity and depth of knowledge
aligned with grade level expectations. The access points included
in access courses are intentionally designed to foster high
expectations for students with significant cognitive disabilities.
Access Self-Determination
7963140
The purpose of this course is to enable students with disabilities
to develop and apply self-determination skills in school, home,
community and work settings. These skills will assist students
with achieving their desired school and post-school outcomes,
participating actively and effectively in planning meetings and
self-advocating in multiple settings.
Access Social & Personal Skills
7963070
The purpose of this course is to provide instruction related to
environmental, interpersonal, and task-related behavior of
students with disabilities. The content should include, but not be
limited to, the following: appropriate classroom behavior, social
and personal development, communication skills, behavioral
control, conflict resolution, responsibility, interpersonal and
intrapersonal problem solving, and appropriate use of leisure
time.
Access Career Preparation
7980110
The purpose of this course is to enable students with disabilities
to acquire the career knowledge and skills necessary to identify
career options, access community resources, and develop workrelated behaviors. The course will provide a foundation for
further progress toward achieving the student’s desired post
school outcomes related to a career. The content should include,
but not be limited to, the following: self-appraisal, decision
making, self-determination and self-advocacy, career options,
community resources related to career decisions, workplace
competencies, and rights and responsibilities of employees.
Access Career Experiences
7980120
The purpose of this course is to enable students with disabilities
to acquire skills that are needed to achieve the maximum level of
independent functioning. The content will include, but not be
limited to, the following: living skills, social skills, learning skills,
and communication skills
Access Life Management Training 7960010
The purpose of this course is to enable students with disabilities
to acquire skills that are needed to achieve the maximum level of
independent functioning. The content will include, but not be
limited to, the following: living skills, social skills, learning skills,
and communication skills.

AICE DIPLOMA
To achieve the AICE Diploma students must meet the following requirements
A total of 7 credits must be achieved
Global Perspectives credit must be achieved
At least one from each of the first 3 groups must be achieved
Group 4 has a maximum of 2 credits allowed
CORE
Global Perspectives

Group 1 - Math/Science

Group 2 - Languages

Biology
Chemistry
Marine Science
Mathematics
Psychology

English Language

Group 4 – Interdisciplinary and
skills-based subjects

Group 3 – Art and Humanities
Literature in English
US History
International History

Thinking Skills
General Paper

Suggested Progression for courses – there is flexibility!
English

Math

History

Science

Electives

Pre-AICE English
Language

Pre-AICE Math 1
(Algebra 1 Honors)

Pre-AICE World

Pre-AICE Biology

Grades 10-12
AICE Thinking Skills

AICE General
Paper

Pre-AICE Math 2
(Geometry Honors)

AICE Global
Perspectives

Then teacher
placement to one of
the following

Grades 10- 12
AICE International
History

AICE English
Language

Pre-AICE Math 3
(Algebra 2 Honors)

AICE US History

Pre-AICE Chemistry

Grades 11-12
Pre-AICE Physics

AICE Literature in
English

Pre-Calculus

AICE Biology

Grades 11-12
AICE Psychology

AICE Math 1

AICE Marine
AICE Chemistry
(Prerequisite
PreAICE Chemistry or AICE
Biology)
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LAW ACADEMY DIPLOMA
Students must earn a minimum of eight (8) Law Academy designated credits.
Students must earn a minimum score of 75% in all Law Academy classes.
Please also note that * courses have prerequisites that are not core classes.
Credits are noted in parentheses.
CORE
Critical Thinking and Study Skills (.5)
Law Studies (.5)
Research/ Speech and Debate (1)
Criminal Justice Operations I (1)
AICE Thinking Skills (1)

LAW STUDIES COURSES

CRIMINAL JUSTICE COURSES

Comprehensive Law Studies Honors
(1)
Constitutional Law Studies Honors*
(1)
Court Procedures* (.5)
Executive Internship I* (1)
American Government Honors (.5)
LAW
COURSES
AP USBUSINESS
Government
and Politics
(.5)

Criminal Justice Operations II (1)
Criminal Justice Operations III* (1)
Criminal Justice Operations IV * (1)
Executive Internship I* (1)

AICE COURSES

Introduction to Information Technology
(1)
Business and Entrepreneurial Principles*
(1)
Legal Aspects of Business* (1)
Accounting I* (1)

AICE General Paper (1)
AICE Psychology (1)
AICE Global Perspectives (1)
AICE English Literature (1)
AICE United States’ History (1)
AICE English Language (1)

Suggested Years to take courses – there is flexibility!
Subject

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Criminal Justice Ops 2

Criminal Justice Ops 3

Criminal Justice Ops 4

Comprehensive Law
Studies

Constitutional Law
Studies
AICE Thinking Skills

American Government
Honors/ Economics

Legal Aspect of
Business
AICE English Language

Accounting

AICE English

Business and Entrep.
Principals
AICE General Paper

AICE Social
Studies

AICE United States’
History

AICE Global
Perspectives

AICE Psychology

Criminal
Justice
Law Studies
Core
Core
Business Law

Year 1
(at least 1
credit)Ops 1
Criminal
Justice

Research/ Speech and
Debate
Critical Thinking and
Study Skills/ Law Studies
Digital Information
Technology

VPA PROGRESSIONS
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AICE English Literature

**MUST SUBMIT APPLICATION AND AUDITION TO BE CONSIDERED FOR VPA**

https://www.vpabooker.com/
VPA Dance Department – Course Progressions
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Dance Technique 1 0300300

Dance Technique 2 –
0300320

Dance Technique 3 Honors–
0300330

Dance Technique 4 Honors –
0300334

Ballet 1 – 0300340

Ballet 2 – 0300350

Ballet 3 – 0300360

Ballet 4 Honors – 0300370

Dance History & Aesthetics
2 Hon– 0300460

Dance Career Prep –
0300620

Dance Choreography 1 –
0300380

Choreography 2 Honors 0300390

VPA Digital Film Department – Course Progressions
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Digital Cinema
Production 1 8201010

Play Writing - 1009350

Digital Cinema Production 2 8201020

Digital Cinema Production 3 8201030

Visual Tech 1 0107440

Visual Tech 2 - 0107450

Visual Tech 3 - 0107460

Portfolio 2 - 0109320

Digital Art Img. 0108370

Film 1 - 0107410

Film 2 - 0107420

Film 3 - 0107430

VPA Visual Art – Course Progressions
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Art/2D Comp 1 0101300

Art/2D Comp 3 - 0101320

Portfolio 1 - 0109310

Portfolio 3 - 0109330

Art/2D Comp 2 0101310

Paint 1 - 0104370

Portfolio 2 - 0109320

Creative Photo 3 - 0108330

Art/3D Comp 1 0101330
Art/3D Comp 2 0101340

AP Studio 3D - 0109360

AP Art Draw - 0104300

AP Studio 2D Design 0109350
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VPA PROGRESSIONS
**MUST SUBMIT APPLICATION AND AUDITION TO BE CONSIDERED FOR VPA**

https://www.vpabooker.com/
VPA Music Department – Course Progressions
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Music Theory 1
1300300

Music Theory 2 (H)
1300310

AP Music Theory
1300330

Music Tech &Sound Eng.
(H) 1304320-30

Elective

Elective

Elective

Elective

Keyboarding 1
0301360

Keyboarding 4
0301370

Keyboarding 3
0301380

Keyboarding 4 (H)
0301390

Voice Majors

Chorus 1-3
1303300, 10, 20

Chorus 4
1303330

Chorus 5 (H)
1303340

Chorus 6 (H)
1303350

Orchestra Majors

Orchestra 1-3
1302360, 70, 80

Orchestra 4
1302390

Orchestra 5 (H)
1302400

Orchestra 6 (H)
1302410

Guitar Major

Guitar 1
1301320

Guitar 2
1301330

Guitar 3
1301340

Guitar 4 (H)
1301350

Instrumental
Majors

Band 1-3
1302300,10, 20

Band 4
1302330

Band 5 (H)
1302340

Band 6 (H)
1302350

ALL Music
Students
All Music
Students
Piano Majors

VPA Theatre Department – Course Progressions
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

(Acting and Tech)

(Acting Majors)

(Acting Majors)

(Acting Majors)

Acting 1 – 0400370

Acting 2 – 0400380

Acting 3 – 0400390

Acting 4 (H) – 0400400

Stagecraft 1– 0400410

Drama 2 – 0400320

Drama 3 – 0400330

Drama 4 (H) – 0400340

Theatre 1 – 0400310

Music Theatre 1 – 0400700

Music Theatre 2 – 0400710

Music Theatre 3 – 0400720

(Technical Majors)
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(Technical Majors)

(Technical Majors)

Stagecraft 2 – 0400420

Stagecraft 3 – 0400430

Stagecraft 4 – 0400440

Drama 2 – 0400320

Drama 3 – 0400330

Drama 4 (H) – 0400340

Tech Theatre
Design/Production for Scenery
and Props – 0400407

Tech Theatre
Design/Production for Lighting
and Sound – 0400408

Tech Theatre
Design/Production for
Costume, Makeup and Hair –
0400409

What is SVA?
Since 2011, Sarasota Virtual Academy has been serving public and charter school students in Sarasota County
by offering free part time virtual course offerings designed to match each student's individual educational
needs. Students are given the ability to learn in an independent way that prepares them for the 21st century
globally competitive workplace .
Sarasota Virtual Academy is a franchise of Florida Virtual School. This means that as an SVA student, you will
use the same content and curriculum as FLVS, but with the added benefit of having an instructor who is a local,
highly qualified Sarasota County School District teacher. Having a local teacher is a big advantage, since they
have strong working relationships with your school staff and administrators. They are also very familiar with
Sarasota County's policies and student progression plans. Your online instructor is available Monday - Friday,
with office hours that vary from course to course.
Sarasota Virtual Academy is a year round program, and offers continuous rolling enrollment throughout the
school year and into the summer. Students have 24/7 access to their courses from any computer with an
internet connection.

Course Offerings
Geometry
Economics
Algebra 2
US Government
Math for College Readiness US History
World History

Earth/Space Science
Physical Science

English 3
English 4 College Prep

Spanish 2

Spanish 1

Drivers Education/Traffic Safety
Social Media 1
Critical Thinking and Study Skills
Career Research & Decision
Making

HOPE

See your Guidance Counselor for questions
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A. Create an Account
Go to www.flvs.net and click Sign Up. Click on
County Virtual School.

B. Follow the Prompts for New Students
Select Florida, then Sarasota County. Choose a Student Type by selecting Public/Charter School Student.
Click Continue.

C. Choose your class
Browse the list of online courses and choose your class. SVA course offerings can be found at www.gosva.com
(If student chooses a course not offered by SVA, they will go through the traditional FLVS system)

D. Select Which Segment
You may choose Segment 1, Segment 2,or All Segments. Each segment
represents a ½ credit. Click the
checkbox that states that you understand the prerequisites for the course.
Then choose a Start Date and proceed.

E. **Choose the SVA Franchise**
From the dropdown menu, choose Sarasota Virtual Academy. Click
Continue.

For more information and a list of courses, go to www.gosva.com
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➢ Students will apply during the spring of their sophomore year
➢ Students must have a 2.0 and passing scores on the EOC and FSA tests
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